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ABSTRACT Over the past number of years, automotive electronics have evolved from simple circuitry to complex systems involving information, entertainment, safety and navigation and on-board wireless. Future applications will involve even more complex driver assistance applications such as collision detection and even conmputer-assisted or controlled driving.



[email protected] shipping to fix design-errors with configuration updates, further reducing risk to the designer. Automotive manufacturers are



This paper and the accompanying presentation overviews the increasing use of programamble logic in implementing these systems, from the design of FPGA and CPLD architectures targeting these markets through an overview of several common automotive systems and the enabling methodologies, software and tool chains. Figure 1. Automotive Application Domains



1. INTRODUCTION Electronics now comprise nearly a third of the production cost of a modern automobile, and the trend towards more digital circuitry is only increasing. Figure 1 shows just some of the sophistication either present in or being developed for next-generation cars. These include information and entertainment (DVD players, audio and navigation via GPS), convenience (heads-up displays, climate control), safety and powertrain (brake and steering support, diagnostics) and driver assistance (lane change or collision warnings). Building-blocks for these functions include camera management (vision processing), audio/video preparation and serving (DVD decoding, content tuning, LCD/TFT display controllers), graphics (scaling and filtering algorithms) control and embedded systems, and interface processing/bridging (MOST, CAN and FlexRay, ATAPI, Firewire, RAM), and wireless processing (DSP). This new functionality is coming with some new challenges to manufacturers: increasing time-to-market pressures (2-3 years down from 5 years), an increasing need for flexibilty to deal with a proliferation of standards (or non-standards) and protocols, and simply increased complexity of building larger systems which need to be customized to multiple targets (e.g. high-end vs. economy cars using the same base systems).



also recognizing the benefits of programmability that telecom and networking saw in FPGAs many years ago for bridging. Programmable logic is the ultimate glue-logic technology, allowing late-in-the-game translation between a wide variety of standards or protocols – Automotive-specific standards such as CAN, LIN, FlexRay, MOST, FireWire, as well a microprocessor and memories. In the remainder of this paper we will try to draw together some of the aspects of filling these needs from an FPGA vendor’s point of view. We begin in Section 2 with a description of some major application domains for programmable logic in automobiles. Section 3 continues with detail on several specific applications, including how they are solved in an FPGA and some of the enabling technology (IP blocks, embedded architectures and methodology). Section 4 describes the process of developing low-cost PLDs such as CycloneTM and CycloneTM II FPGAs [1][8], and MAXTM II [9] CPLDs which are the typical choice for automobiles.



2. FPGA-BASED AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS



Many of these challenges are now being addressed by programmable logic (FPGAs and CPLDs). Though automotive electronics systems are projected to grow at 7% CAGR over the coming years, the PLD component of this will grow at 45%. The main reasons for this are time-to-market, flexibility, and risk management that is provided by programmability.



Figure 2 shows an overall view of the electronics system for nextgeneration automobiles. SDR (software-defined radio) based modules interact with external radio/TV and GPS. Automobilestandard bus interfaces such as CAN (Controller Area Network), MOST (Media-Oriented System Transport) and IDB1394 (Intelligent Transportation System Data Bus) interface with the automotive controller subsystem, and standard ethernet, USB protocols, LCD terminals and displays, and through bluetooth to the driver’s PDA or standalone computer.



Re-programmable FPGAs can be tested in-system, putting the hardware itself in the debug and test loop and greatly mitigating the cost of verification. Re-programmability can extend after



Several of the subsystems associated with this overall view are particularly appropriate for implementation in programmable logic. In particular, the many interfaces in telematics and
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infotainment systems, dynamic SDR radio/TV reception and the bridging logic in a gateway controller are able to leverage the programmability inherent in FPGAs.



the interfaces shown in Figure 4 are available as IP cores from either Altera or 3rd party vendors.



Figure 4. Automotive Gateway Controller



Figure 2. Next-Generation Automotive Network



Figure 5 shows a multimedia sub-system. The FPGA is used as an interface between a processor, external GPS, Bluetooth, memory, video input and displays, and as a bridge to DVD and CAN for the rest of the automotive system.



The telematics subsystem, shown with greater detail in Figure 3, includes interfaces to a myriad of infotainment and other services. In this example, the darker blocks are shown as programmable content interfacing to standard components. Telematics is the integration of numerous different systems – “concierge” applications such as GPS-based navigation, internet access and roadside assistance, dashboard control (climate monitoring and control), and connection to entertainment systems such as audio and rear-seat DVD/video. The architecture for controlling these in-vehicle systems is centralized around a standard processor system; here a NIOS® II soft processor [5] and a bus/switch standard such as Avalon®. Programmable processors with custom instructions sets allow for offload of compute-intensive portions of the design to hardware custom instructions or coprocessors; this is particularly useful for graphics processing and video imaging.



Figure 5. FPGA-Based Multimedia System FPGAs provide excellent solutions for signal-processing problems inherent in radio/TV reception (Figure 6), and are particularly useful when these functions need to be adaptive, as in softwaredefined radio processing.



Figure 3. Telematics Control System



Figure 6. Satellite/Mobile TV Reception



The gateway controller shown in Figure 4 acts as a router between the different busses in an automobile, integrating multimedia (USB, Firewire and MOST) and connecting to the control-area network (CAN) system. Designers can either use ASSPs for different functions, or bring them into the FPGA hardware. All of



Jackson et.al. [2] described a reconfigurable radio using application-specific processors built on an FPGA. This system leveraged a soft-processor core to adaptively switch between an FFT function and FIR function as needed by the application. The
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key to this methodology was to create an application-specific integrated processor (ASIP), which is a customization of a softprocessor by microcode to different applications. We will discuss ASIPs further in Section 3.3. Next-generation vehicles will include driver assistance – collision detection, safety (tire pressure monitoring and diagnostics) and lane-change notification. Next generation vehicles are being designed with interfaces, shown in Figure 7, to internal and external cameras to detect and warn of safety issues, as well as aid the driver in functions such as collision-free parking. Other related applications include adaptive cruise control, smart air-bag control, and the recording of all this information into an accident data-recorder (automotive black-box).



memory controllers, encoding/decoding of various standards, encryption and error correction. In this section we will describe three categories of reference designs targeting the automotive markets – a graphics processor, MOST network implementation and an audio parametric equalizer.



3.1 Graphics Processor Figure 9 shows the block-diagram for low-cost graphics processing on an FPGA, taken from an Altera reference design [4]. The NIOS II [5] processor can be parameterized to allow for custom logic either as additional instructions available by the compiler, or by offload of compute-intensive sub-functions as coprocessors – a basic product of programmability. At the base level, NIOS II is a classic 32-bit pipelined RISC processor. But because it is a “soft” Verilog implementation, these extensions become possible.



Figure 7. Safety Monitoring in Automobiles Figure 8 shows an embedded control system implemented in an FPGA. Image processing from externally mounted cameras combines with radar signal processing to compute warnings and avoidance actions (by sending commands onto the CAN system). Again central to the overall system is a soft-processor implemented in the FPGA.



Figure 9. Low-Cost Graphics Processor NIOS II allows up to 256 user-defined custom instructions, with fixed and variable cycle operation. For example a basic CRC function, obviously more efficient in hardware, can be offloaded with custom instructions (Figure 10), which then get executed as a C subroutine by the processor. In this situation a 27X speedup can be obtained over simply coding the CRC in software. By converting the CRC kernel completely to hardware (Verilog RTL) and running concurrently with the processor, the CRC computation will execute 530 times faster (Figure 11). The methodology allows for a relatively painless migration of critical paths from the software to the hardware portions of a design.



Figure 8. Safety Systems



3. ENABLING FPGA-BASED SYSTEMS FPGA vendors have been dramatically increasing the technical collateral to aid in the adoption of automotive systems. In this section we overview some of these approaches. Enabling IP cores for FPGA-based implementation of automotive applications include bus systems, audio and video signal processing (e.g. colour-space conversion), GPS broadcast and receiver, wireless communication, a wide variety of display and
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Figure 11. Hardware Speedup of NIOS II. Since graphics and display controllers comprise many of the first penetrations of programmable logic into the automobile cabin, a number of IP cores have also been created either by the FPGA vendor, or by 3rd parties. Graphics processing requires a number of algorithms for scaling, filtering, alpha-blending, etc. Looking back to Figure 9, video enters as BT.656 (YUV 4:2:2), and is converted to output RGB. NIOS II provides the system control. The graphics hardware acceleration sub-system does bit, line and polygon drawing. The video input does both the colour-space conversion and X/Y clipping and resizing. Vendor IP is also used for external memory interfaces. Alpha-blending allows for custom layers and colour modes. The entire system is glued together with the Avalon switch fabric (Figure 12) and the SOPC-Builder developer’s toolkit. This entire system fits on a Cyclone 1C12 device (12,000 LEs).



Figure 13. Video-Input Sub-System (of Figure 9).



Figure 14. MultiMedia Reference Design



3.2 Automotive Network Interfaces



Figure 12. Avalon Switch Fabric The Avalon switch fabric resembles a shared system bus, but uses dynamic wires, registers and slave-side arbitration to increase performance and specifically targets FPGA implementation. Avalon includes address decoding, datapath multiplexing, arbitration and clock-crossing to allow for a straightforward gluing of different functional blocks.



Of particular interest to automotive manufacturers are interface standards such as CAN and MOST. A CAN controller (Figure 15) including the NIOS II processor and memory interfaces, can easily fit in a Cyclone II 2C5 FPGA with plenty of space for user customization. Similarly, the MOST interface (Figure 16) including an interface to the MOST protocol chip and an audio playback application with a sample rate converter will fit in a Cyclone 2C8 again with sufficient space for user customization.



Figure 13 shows more detail on the video input module in this reference design. The graphics pipeline uses the colour-space conversion IP core followed by clipping and interpolation which is then interfaced to the bus for processing. Figure 14 uses this video subsystem as part of an overall multimedia system such as originally shown in Figure 5. This system is built from multiple sub-blocks, including the I2S and I2C IP to the CD/DVD device and the audio system and incorporating the the graphics system just described. Figure 15. CAN Controller
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The system of Figure 16 shows audio over MOST, with the MediaLB interface in the FPGA and NetServices running on the NIOS II processor. Figure 17 shows the top-level, and Figures 18 and 19 show more detail on the the MOST source and MOST sink subsystems.



to FPGAs in automobiles, driven by the addition of embedded multipliers to the low-cost FPGA families like Cyclone II, and the implementation of the MOST standards as just discussed.



In the MOST source module, audio samples are read from compact Flash, commands for play, stop and select track are received from the MOST network and audio samples are then transferred to the network.



Figure 19. MOST Sink



Figure 16. MOST Audio System



Figure 20 shows the target application for this design. The goal of the parametric equalizer is to correct for the acoustic characteristics of the speakers in the automobile when located in doors and throughout the cabin. It generally involves multiple filters for the different channels, together with a delay line for each channel.



Figure 17. MOST Interface The MOST sink module receives audio from the MOST network, and does audio processing such as equalization (graphic equalizer, sub/center/front/read delays and parametric equalizer) and sample-rate conversion. Commands are sent to the MOST network and audio output to I2S. The Santa Cruz DAC board then converts to analog. Future enhancements will likely include the addition of DTCP.



Figure 20. Automobile Speaker System Figure 21 shows the functional implementation of the parametric equalizer block. Delay line tap pointers are held in the sample memory, and read into the accumulator. The accumulator output is then used to address input delay line memory when reading and writing the samples.



Figure 18. MOST Source



3.3 FPGA-Based Parametric Equalizer Another interesting application developed for automotive demonstration is the parametric equalizer component of an audio system. There are many opportunities to offload audio processing
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Figure 21. Automobile Speaker Processing Block
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The overall block diagram of this reference design is shown in Figure 22, and Figure 23 illustrates the board running the design.



work well with time-division multiplexing, and it allows the complexity of the design to be controlled in software.



This type of processing would previously have been implemented in a DSP processor, but can be cost-effectively implemented in an FPGA – in this case using the Cyclone II 2C35 device available on the development board shown. Part of the benefit of a programmable logic solution is that the required MOST and other interfaces, not generally available on a DSP, can be integrated into the same chip as the equalizer itself.



Figure 24. Custom Processor (ASIP) A further benefit of the software-controlled nature of this system is that it translates well to the HardCopy® structured ASIC conversion, targeted at cost-reduction of FPGA-based designs, because the programmability of the system is kept in the RAM microcode of the chip. Figure 22. Parametic Equalizer Design



Figure 23. Cyclone II Development Board In the implementation of the equalizer design, we used the ASIP (Application Specific Processor) paradigm of [2]. The cornerstone of this approach is to bring the software process into play to improve productivity and promote hardware reuse and efficiency.



Figure 25. Microcoded Hardware Control Finally, Figure 26 shows audio sample-rate conversion implemented in an FPGA using standard IP modules.



An application-specific custom processor (Figure 24) has a flexible number of functional units, these functional units are defined by the algorithm, and controlled by software, allowing a flexible and dynamic control. Using a software-based model (similar to the SDR application in [2]), the hardware can be made dynamic under the control of software via modifying the microcode of the processor or sequencer, as illustrated in Figure 25. The operation of the datapath blocks is controlled by the sequencer (microprocessor) to allow for multiple different functions in the design. The ASIP methodology is appropriate for temporally distinct functional units which run at high-speed and
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Figure 26. Audio Sample-Rate Conversion



4. EFFICIENT FPGA ARCHITECURES The applications discussed thus far have all targeted the Cyclone or Cyclone II FPGA architectures [1][8], which are built for lowcost, higher-volume markets. Though some automotive
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applications could require the greater density of a Stratix II device or the non-volatility of a smaller-density CPLD such as MAX II [9], the Cyclone-based families have been the predominant choice of manufacturers to-date. The block diagram of a 90nm Cyclone II FPGA is shown in Figure 27. The logic fabric is built of logic elements (LEs) (Figure 28) which contain a programmable 4-LUT, fast carrychain paths for arithmetic, and a DFF with programmable secondary signals (e.g. sclr). LEs are clustered into LABs (logic array blocks), each containing 16 LEs. In addition to generic LEs, Cyclone II contains columns of 4Kbit memory blocks and embedded 18x18 multipliers. The I/O ring contains dedicated support for DDR memories, PCI/PCI-X protocols, and PLLs for clock-control.



automotive designs. Differential I/O support (e.g. LVDS) on lowcost families reflects the need for greater bandwidth without the expense of FPGA pins and board-trace. Figure 29 shows the programmable building blocks of an FPGA architecture. The 4-LUT shown to the left is a programmable lookup-table – by configuring the 16 RAM-bits corresponding to the minterms of a 4-input function that are selected by the A,B,C,D signals, we generate the truth-table for an arbitrary function. At the input to a LAB, SRAM-controlled multiplexors select signals from the global routing network of H4, V4, H24 and V16 (horizontal and vertical lines of specified lengths). These signals are then selected by further programmable muxes driving the LE inputs A,B,C,D. On the output side, muxes that control the global routing wires select from logic-element outputs, or from other wires to allow stitching of wires to build longer ones. Though the choice of I/O features, packaging and temperature grades are crucial for markets such as automotive, it is also important to make the basic core architecture as low-cost as possible. For much of the remainder of this section we will give an overview of how a low-cost FPGA is architected.



Figure 27. Cyclone II Block Diagram



Figure 29. FPGA 4-LUT and LAB I/O



Figure 28. Cyclone II Logic Element



There are a number of general tradeoffs that are available in the definition of an FPGA architecure. Figure 30 shows some of these. For example, basic transistor sizing of W and L allows a tradeoff between area, power and performance. Additional fabrication steps to create multiple Vt or Tox can provide better control of static power, but come at a cost – both in manufacturing and in the risk to yield. The addition of additional wiring (i.e. increased channel width of H and V wires) can increase die-size and hence cost, but can also provide flexibility to the CAD tools that allow for improved performance after place&route.



Outside of the general goals of reduced cost, the Cyclone and Cyclone II devices are architected for several specific features. The first is meeting temperature specifications for not just the industrial grade, but further extended-temperature offerings (from -40°C to +130°C (junction) for CPLDs and -40°C to +125°C for FPGAs) specifically geared at the automotive domain. A second is to architect the pad-and package combinations to provide an ideal assortment of memory/IO and packages. The Cyclone II density range is 5K to 70K LEs with up to 150 18x18 multipliers and 1.1Mbit memory. This is a large expansion over the 3K-20K LE density range of 130nm Cyclone devices, but still not as large as the Stratix II family, which tops out at 180K LEs. The embedded multipliers were also not present in Cyclone, and the addition of these for Cyclone II reflects the rising need for DSP and audio/vidio processing in commercial, industrial and
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These tradeoffs have different optimal points depending on both the goals of the family, the target density range and the process. For example, they will not be the same either for Stratix II and Cyclone II or even for Cyclone and Cyclone II (because of the different density range). The optimal points will also change with new process generations; for example the increase of static power vs. dynamic at 90nm, and the decreased delay of logic cells relative to routing that generally occurs at every process generation, the switch to copper at 130nm and the low-k dielectric for 90nm. To account for the many different parameters that can go into the design of an FPGA architecture, we use a combination of theoretical metrics and a rigorous empirical methodology, shown in Figure 31, an industrial equivalent of [10].



the case. Because the floorplans are larger, we require a mixture of length 4 and longer (24 and 16) wires. Since this also overlaps the Cyclone II density range, Cyclone II also has some wires of length 16 in the vertical direction and 24 in the horizontal direction. The proportions of different length wires is also an output of the architecture process. In Cyclone we introduced a modification to the logic cell to allow it to have the mode of 4LUT+FF, FF+3LUT, or a hybrid mode (Figure 33). By performing software experiments with and without the hardware modification, and further with different software operations we can see the results of Table 1. This showed that in one mode we can decrease the number of LEs used in the device by 10%, the wires used by 2% with a resulting cost of 1% in performance due to the flexibilty loss of the increased packing. With the same hardware, but more aggressive use of the packing modes by the Quartus® II place&route software we could increase the beneficial LE reduction to 16%, but now with an increase in wire-use of 7% and performance cost of 3%. In general, this hardware change is an excellent tradeoff for a costoriented device, and has the further advantage that it can be controlled by software based on the needs of the particular design for performance vs. area.



Figure 31. Architcture Development System This “FPGA Modeling Toolkit” or FMT prototpying system combines the synthesis, placement and routing CAD system with the specification of the architcture. Basic parameters include such items as the length and electrical characteristics of horizontal and vertical wires, the size and description of the logic element (e.g. LUT-size, additional gates for control signals on the DFF), a complete description of the switching flexibility. All of these parameters can be “swept” across multiple dimensions, using customer-donated designs, internal and 3rd party IP Cores, and reference designs and we can analyse the result of a given architectural change on the target metrics. The details of the architectural parameters alluded to in Figure 29 are among the hundreds those we optimize with this process. For example, the size of the LUT chosen and how it is arranged (LEs per LAB), and the details of switching and routing. The length of wires represents an efficiency vs. delay tradeoff, and the number of wires provided in a channel represents a tradeoff between area and routability (whether all designs will fit in the device). Further, the existence and arrangement supporting gates for arithmetic and secondary signals in Figure 28 can be optimized. Figure 32 shows the result of one such experiment, which is taken from the Cyclone architecture [8]. The chart shows the effect of sweping the length of wires from 2 to 6. We find that, holding other parameters of the architecture constant, both delay and area are minimized for segments of length 4, so this is the choice for Cyclone with it’s density range of 3000 to 20000 LEs. For the larger density range of Stratix (10000 to 80000 LEs), this is not
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Figure 32. Architecture Tradeoffs



Figure 33. Cyclone Register Packing Modes



Table 1. Cyclone Software Use of Register Packing In the architecture of the 90nm Cyclone II family, two new criteria became evident: firstly, the growing need to control static power, and secondly a shift in the delay profile of logic (LUTs) vs. interconnect as compared to 130nm and above. This resulted in a number of further conclusions from the architcture development process: The LAB size of 10 which was
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This discussion also shows the importance of tools to optimize the architectural parameters of the Stratix-based and Cyclone-based families independently. Prior to the Cyclone development the common methodology for developing a low-cost family was to just remove features from the high-end family, rather than taking a new look at the general fabric. Figure 34 shows the difference between die-size cost between the richly-featured and higherdensity Stratix 1S20 device (with roughly 20K logic elements) vs. the Cyclone 1S20 device (also about 20K LEs). Architecting for the Cyclone density range of 3K to 20K LEs (vs. Stratix 10K to 80K LEs), for the right balance of performance, area and power for Cyclone, and choosing the right I/O standards and features resulted in an overall 57% die-size savings for Cyclone [8] at the same process generation. Though some of the reduction is still due to a removal of features, the LAB (which includes it’s proportion of routing) and other bocks are 33% or more smaller.



Staggered Pads



Staggered Pads



Other features added in Cyclone and Cyclone II include bitstream decompression (to save configuration device cost) and active serial modes wherein the FPGA controls a simple, inexpensive serial configuration device in order to program multiple devices and allows unused configuration device memory to be accessible to the FPGA logic. Cyclone II adds dedicated logic in the periphery to interface with high-end DDR and other memories (e.g. DDR2 and QDRII SDRAM at up to 333 Mbps), along with increases in LVDS speeds (to 805/622 Mbps rx/tx) and additional features such as programmable slew-rate and drive strength and 4 PLLs.



As a final note, some applications of automotive require nonvolatile operation, meaning CPLDs. The MAX II architecture [9], shown in Figure 35, is very similar to a smaller-density (100 to 2000 LE) Cyclone with several deviations. The first is that MAX II has an on-board flash memory (MAX II is a hybrid 180nm CMOS/FLASH process) making it non-volatile (does not require external configuration devices) and instant-on. The second major feature is on-board voltage regulation from 3.3, 2.5 and 1.8V board supply to the 1.8V core. MAX II has no on-board SRAM, but user-access to 8Kbit onboard user flash – useful for serial numbers, revision, and important for security solutions [11]. In architecting MAX II, we use a very similar logic cell to Cyclone II, but the routing architecure is optimized for efficiency at the smaller density range.



Staggered Pads



optimal at 130nm was no longer the best choice, so Cyclone II uses a 16 LE LAB. This allows more logic to be absorbed into a LAB and bring the delays of logic vs. global interconnect back to the previously optimial point. To combat power at the circuit level, we used multiple threshold voltages – a higher Vt on configuration SRAM (which doesn’t need to switch) and off the speed-critical paths in the device, and a standard Vt for performance-critical logic. This, along with other process and transistor-level changes, allowed for a dramatic reduction in static power for the device, which itself reflects a reduced cost in packaging solutions to diffuse heat.



LABs



Configuration Flash



User Flash
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Figure 34. MAX II CPLD Block Diagram Conclusions of this section are that it is important to have experimental methods to evaluate many different architectural tradeoffs, to be able to measure and trade off the metrics of area/cost, power and delay for the target market of a family. These changes need to be revisited each architecture to address changes in the underlying circuit-level behaviour and the need for new blocks and features that are exposed either by increased penetration into different markets or simply by the natural growth in density.



5. CONCLUSIONS



Figure 34. Stratix vs. Cyclone Die Size Cost Both Cyclone and Cyclone II follow a I/O-centric architecture philosophy. Given the packages and I/O requirements of the specific target application domains, the logic and routing architecture of the device is designed to fill the I/O ring in the most effective way possible (rather than building I/O around a core architecure). This is because the I/O ring itself is a significant contributor to cost for lower-density devices, so this methodology yields the most cost-efficient solution.
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This paper has provided an overview of FPGAs and programmable logic targeting the automotive applications domain. We began by describing these applications, and continued into the modules such as audio/video processing that are currently in use and future systems such as driver assistance and safety which are being developed for next-generation automobiles. We also gave a brief overview of low-cost families of FPGAs and sample research results from the Cyclone II families to give a architectures are determined.



the methodology for defining CPLDs and presented some 130nm Cyclone and 90nm flavor of how these device



Some of the important issues we didn’t cover in this paper are the software tool chains (DSP-Builder, SOPC-Builder and Quartus II). We also didn’t discuss high-level synthesis from C such as described in [7] or using Celoxica [12] or Impulse C [13] tools,
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which can be useful to accelerate development time for the processor-centric systems we described. Automotive applications are one of the strongest growing target markets for FPGAs. This follows the basic economics discouraging ASIC development at modern process geometries, but also because many of the specific needs of automotive applications – flexibility, time-to-market and customization – are exactly the benefits provided by programmability.
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